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Recently I was sent some power products to try…for home and away power surge protection. Here’s my take on
the best features:
ACCELL powersquid Surge Protector and Power Conditioner. I’ve been using power strips for years but they’re
old and, maybe, outdated for modern electronics. And, what is a power conditioner?

So I hooked it up in my home office that supports a computer tower, giant monitor, printer/scanner/copier, sound
system, and a small TV. Five electronics plugged into the squid. What I first noticed is the design of the device –
because it isn’t a “strip” but has “arms”, all my electronics easily plugged in without cords being bent or stretched.
And the surge protection gives me ease in recent days of thunderstorms and strong winds. Also, sometimes when
all my electronics were on at the same time, I would get static crackling. The Noise Reduction Filter isolates your
equipment from power generated noise for a clear picture and sound. Nice.

The Accell Travel Surge Protector with Dual USB Charging Station is perfect for family trips! The Power Station
features three surge protected grounded AC outlets and a folding power plug, providing compact and portable
design for maximum storage and travel convenience. The two additional USB ports enable the charging of two
items at once, perfect for charging mobile devices such as phones, tablets and MP3 players. Helpful.
More info: www.accellcables.com Powersquid SRP $24.99. Home or Take Away Travel Surge SRP $19.99.
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